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See the Hardcover Guide, here ➜Download Free PDFEberron covers swashbuckling action and pulp adventure, adding a layer of neo-noir intrigue. Unfortunately, stories don't always end well, and there's no perfect answer to every problem. The last war turned the old allies into fierce enemies and
devastated an entire nation, leaving behind terrible scars. Crime and corruption are lurking in the cities of Horver. Human greed can be more dangerous than any devil or demon. But through the darkness, there are opportunities for a group of daring adventurers to make a difference... for better or for
worse. What's it going to be? Edit Share By Kate Baker, Ruthie Rutenberg Eberron was born in 2002, when the Wizards of the Coast began searching the world for a new campaign setting. Wayfinder's Eberron guide brings the eponymous campaign to the fifth edition of Dungeons and Dragons. This 175-
page book gives you everything you need to create eberron's story or character by exploring the basic themes of customization and the rules of their implementation in the fifth edition. It includes a review of Horver and the fantastic city of Sharn, as well as a plethora of background ideas and history hooks.
The game material includes the unique Eberron race, mystical dragon signs (including large dragon marks and abnormal dragon signs), as well as new magical items; it is a live document and this content will evolve and be updated in response to reviews. Table Content (edited editing source) 1) What is
Eberron? 2) Welcome to Horver 3) Eberron Racing 4) Dragonmarks 5) Magic Objects 6) Sharn, City Towers Appendix A: Further Reading Appendix B: Glossary Appendix C: Dragonmarked House Crosses Community Content available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Hours before the official
news was expected, the Wizards coast social media announced that in addition to Ravnica, that the latest campaign setting for RD 5th edition would be Eberron. And you can buy it today from the Guild of DMs. This is not a book review, but a summary of the content. Since it's a digital download, you can
access a free preview from the DMs Guild before you buy too. Chapter One represents the world of Eberron, describing it as a pulp adventure with neo-noir intrigue and the introduction of the concept that if it exists in DDD, there is room for it in Eberron. The second chapter represents Horver's continent
and its magic. We're talking about the Magrights, the Wandlingers, and learning about the Magic Economy. We were told about the nations of Eberron, Aundair, Breland, Sir, Darguan, Demon Waste, Droaam, Eldeen Reach, Carrnath, Lhazaar Principality, Mnor holds, K'barra, Shadow Marches, Talenta
Plains, Thrane, Valenar and Silargo. Chapter Three talks about the Eberron races, starting with Changelings, Shifters and Warforged before visiting the traditional races of the main DDD 5e. Chapter 4 is all about Dragonmarks with over 20 pages for and creating a character with dragon signs. Chapter 5
is a few pages of magical items. Eberron is known for Sharn, the city of towers, and this is what 30 or so pages of Chapter Six spend their time on. That means look at places like the Central Plateau quarter, the Dura quarter, the Menthis Plateau quarter, the Northage quarter, the Tawick in the Landing
quarter, and I know it's over four-quarters, but that's the least of Sharn's quirks. This new book 5e is 176 pages long and written by Kate Baker, Ruthie Rutenberg, Jeremy Crawford, Mike Merles and Kate Welch. The Wayfinder Guide to Eberron's not-in-Christmas July sale is currently live in the Guild of
DMs, but I thought it was worth checking out. Your attentive thoughts are welcome. Do you have anything to add to this article? Please let us know in the comments below. You can read the description of this playtest material on D'D Beyond and through DMsGuild. He is described as: Eberron was born in
2002, when the Wizards of the Coast began a worldwide search for a new campaign setting. Wayfinder's Eberron guide brings the eponymous campaign to the fifth edition of Dungeons and Dragons. This 175-page book gives you everything you need to create eberron's story or character by exploring the
basic themes of customization and the rules of their implementation in the fifth edition. It includes a review of Horver and the fantastic city of Sharn, as well as a plethora of background ideas and history hooks. The game material includes the unique Eberron race, mystical dragon signs (including large
dragon marks and abnormal dragon signs), as well as new magical items; it is a live document and this content will evolve and be updated in response to reviews. Keith Baker also discusses this on his website. The introduction to the book is also clear that it is a work to be a living document to help guide
and inspire you, rather than be prescriptive rules: Keep in mind: this book represents my current vision of Eberron. This is the world I run at my desk, and the way I transformed his ideas into the fifth edition. The mechanics of the game can be used in your campaign, but at present they are not officially part
of the game and are not allowed to participate in the activities of the League of Adventurers. These mechanics will evolve based on player feedback. This is a live document, and as these concepts are refined, this book will also be updated for free, so you'll be aware of any changes that have been made
to it. Other than that: Eberron is your world as much as it is mine. I hope this book will give you inspiration, but not limited to those ideas or solutions. Think of it as something you can rely on, not a code of absolute law. With the release of Eberron's official book: Rise of the Last War, the Wizards of the
Coast have made an official release of Eberron's content. While some of Wayfinder's content has been updated, the book remains a playtest as the item cited above remains in the introduction. If you For fully official and complete Eberron content, your only current Eberron choice: Rise of the Last War.
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